CHAIR OF THEOLOGY.

Professor Naylor Optimistic.

Invitation to Wealthy Citizens.

Professor Darley Naylor addressed members of the University Student's Christian Association at the Y.M.C.A., on Friday evening, in a lecture on the importance of a theological chair and faculty. The meeting was at the University Institute. The chair was occupied by the President of the Association, W. C. Stevens, and the gathering included students and visitors of the University and of the other educational institutions in the state. The lecture was highly regarded by the audience.

Professor Naylor expressed his opinion that the University should have a department of theology as a matter of course. He said that he had been present at meetings of the University Council where the subject had been discussed, but that no decision was reached. He thought, however, that the subject would receive consideration in the near future.

Naylor also mentioned the fact that a number of private individuals had expressed a desire to endow a chair of theology. He thought that the University Council should take the initiative in this matter and that a chair of theology should be established as soon as possible.

Theological Faculty.

Adelaide Theological students, belonging to the Presbyterian and United Church denominations, have formed themselves into a society with the object of promoting religious education and public worship. There are about 40 members in the society, and they have already decided to erect a chapel for the use of the students. A scheme for a theological chair and faculty is also being considered.

At a recent meeting of the University Council, the secretary of the Education Committee suggested that a theological chair and faculty should be established. The proposal was accepted, and it is expected that a chair of theology will be established within the next few months.

The chairman of the Committee, Mr. W. J. Biddle, stated that the Committee had been in correspondence with several wealthy citizens who had expressed a desire to endow a chair of theology. He hoped that the University would be able to receive a substantial gift towards the establishment of a theological chair.

Mr. J. H. Wood, a member of the Committee, said that the Committee had been in correspondence with several wealthy citizens who had expressed a desire to endow a chair of theology. He hoped that the University would be able to receive a substantial gift towards the establishment of a theological chair.

Higher Public Examinations.

Several alterations are proposed by the Council of the University of Adelaide in the regulations for the Higher Public Examinations. These alterations are in the interest of students and are designed to facilitate their progress towards the award of University degrees. The alterations are proposed by the Council and will be submitted to the University Senate for approval at its meeting on Tuesday next. The alterations include the following:

1. The regulations for the Higher Public Examinations are to be amended to provide for the examination of students in a subject in which they have previously passed at a lower level.
2. The regulations for the Higher Public Examinations are to be amended to provide for the examination of students in a subject in which they have previously passed at a lower level.
3. The regulations for the Higher Public Examinations are to be amended to provide for the examination of students in a subject in which they have previously passed at a lower level.